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01.   INTRODUCTION

EA Sports is giving FIFA fans a chance to start prepping up for the game’s release through the FIFA 20 

Web app and the companion app; which are streamlined versions of the FIFA Ulmate Team expe-

rience that will allow you to trade, make coins, complete SBCs and essenally build your starter squad 

ahead of the game’s full release. If you play your cards right inthe early release of the Web App and 

the Companion App, you’ll be able to garner a decent amount of coins that can potenally betransfor-

med into hundreds of thousands, and even millions of coins upon FIFA 20s full release.

TThe start of a new FIFA cycle is usually the most excing period of the game, but it’s also the most im-

portant.If you have a great start to FIFA 20 Ulmate Team in terms of your coinage, you’ll most likely 

be a dominant force for the enrety of the FIFA 20 cycle.Imagine being able to kick-start the FIFA 20 

cycle with a prey coin balance capable of ge ng you a well-above-average starter squad without 

having to spend any ofyour money on FIFA points.

02.  YOU’D BE SET UP FOR AN AMAZING
    FUT EXPERIENCE ON FIFA 20

There are those who are set to spend $1-5k on FIFA points at the start of the game –that amount will 

most likely give them an insane advantage to the point where they can start the FUT cycle with a 

couple of icons and maybe a Ronaldo or a Messi.Obviously not everybody can afford to spend that 

amount of money on FIFA points, and that’s okay. You don’t need to. You can begin the FIFA 20 cycle 

on a high-note with a Sterlingor an Aubameyang in your squad through your coin-making efforts on 

the companion and Web App.

UUpon the game’s full release,you can take things a step further and use your Web App coins to 

makeinvestments capable of yielding insane profits thanks to the demand for certain players at the 

start of the gamedue to SBCsand then splash your coins on an icon or two. On that note, GamerzClass 

has put together a comprehensive guide on how to make coins on the web app and companion app in 

a bid start FIFA 20 with a bang.



03.  THE FIRST THING YOU SHOULD DO 
    ON THE WEB APP

The moment you go on the Web App for the first me, don’t bother admiring the new user interface, 

you’ll have plenty of me to do that throughout the year –the first thing you need to do is open up 

your loyalty packs.

Returning FUT players are guaranteed to get ‘loyalty packs’ as a reward for scking with the FIFA 

series for however long they’ve been playing Ulmate Team. The packs usually differ from player to 

player, but they are absolutely essenal to making your first few thousand coins on the Web App.

IIf you manage to pack a mid-range player like Roberto Firmino or Mauro Icardi who are both rated 86 

and 85 respecvely, selling them would be the best opon because the coins could be put to beer 

use via flipping (we’ll get to that soon). Don’t sell them instantly, though. You’d maximize your profits 

by waing for more people to open their packs as more coins would be in circulaon and people will 

be able to buy mid-range cards for higher prices.

FFor lower rated players (including silvers and bronzes), list the ones from good leagues/naons on the 

transfer market. Only quick sell the low-endgold cards, do not quick sell the silver and bronze cards you 

will need them for the beginner Squad Building Challenges (we’ll get to that soon). Doing this will 

fetch you your first few thousand coins thus allowing you to proceed to the next step and increase 

your coinage exponenally.

04.  COMPLETE ADVANCED 
   SQUAD BUILDING CHALLENGES

Every year, Advanced SBCs or as we like to call them ‘guaranteed profit SBCs’ are always available on 

the Web App, FIFA 20 is no different.

IInially, the advanced SBCs will be locked –you won’t be able to access them unl you complete the 

starter SBCs which you will need some silver and bronze cards for. These SBCs contain amazing pack 

rewards such as Mega packs, Rare gold packs, Rare gold player packs, Prime gold player packs and 

much more.It’s quite common to pull top-er players from these packs, and even if you’re unlucky and 

fail to pull a top-er walk out, you’ll most definitely pack a few mid-range players thus allowing you to 

increase your coin balance when you list them on the transfer market. Your profit from advanced SBCs 

lalargely depends on your luck, but at the very least you’re pre y much guaranteed to make back more 

than what you spent on compleng the SBCs.



05.  FOCUS ON FLIPS NOT INVESTMENTS

You’ll have plenty of me to invest when FIFA 20 gets officially released, but for now you’re much 

beer off using flipping as your primary method of growing your coins.

Flipping is the act of buying a card for way less than its market value and selling it for 100 or 200 

coins below its market value almost immediately for a quick profit.

The beauty of flipping lies in its low risk natuThe beauty of flipping lies in its low risk nature. Investments are a bad idea on the Web App because 

the market is in a constant state of flux –nothing is concrete hence it’s extremely easy for a “good in-

vestment” to go wrong for “no reason”. Flipping on the other hand operates on the principle of quick 

profits. The moment you get a card for lower than its market value you list it up to make your profit 

right there and then. There’s hardly any waing involved in the process. 

TThe number one rule of flipping during the Web App period is to never mass list the same card for a 

quick flip at the same me. If you do that,you’ll only be bing yourself in the bu , because you’d be 

creang a huge wave of supply that could potenally outweigh the demand for that card thus further 

lowering the card’s market value and encouraging undercu ng.

06.  HOW TO FIND CARDS TO FLIP

Finding cards to flip largely depends on a combinaon of luckand research, but once you find one or 

more cards to flip, you can usually flip them for hours on end and connuously make profit.

TThe easiest way to find a card to flip is to look up players required for advanced SBCs and pick up the 

ones that are selling on bids for lower than their buy now price. It’s not uncommon to stumble on ‘flip-

pable’ players by pure happenstance or chance, so always be on the look out for such players when 

you’re scrolling through the transfer market. Most flips usually yield a profit in the range of 300-1000 

coins –anything over 1000 coins is a bit rare so if you do find such a player make sure to flip one card 

at a me with two or three minute intervals in a bid to reducethe risk of the market catching on to 

you. 

FFor flipping to be truly successful you need to learn the market and master player prices in a bid to 

consistently make coins through flipping cards.



07.  DON’T BUILD A STARTER SQUAD

There’s really no need to build a starter squad unl you have the full game at your disposal. Building a 

starter squad during the Web App period will reduce the rate at which you make coins.

You need to have nearly all your coins liquid at all mes in a bid to jump on deals as fast as possible 

when you find them.Not having your coins ed to a squad also eliminates the risk of losing coins due 

to some of your players dropping in value.

08.  UNDERSTANDING THE FIFA 20 WEB APP MARKET

The Web Appperiodis a level playing field of sorts; or it used to be-for PlayStaon 4 players.

On previous iteraons of FIFA, everybody began the Web App on the same level, with zero coins and 

a couple of loyalty packs which served as startup capital, so to speak.

The process of going from zero to 100,000+ coins in previous iteraons of FIFA will be a bit different 

from the FIFA 20 Web App because of gaming subscripon service, EA access.

FFollowing the availability of EA access for the first me ever on the PlayStaon 4, FIFA fans who are 

subscribed to EA access will be able to play FIFA 20 on a 10-hour trial from September 19, a day aer 

the Web App’s release. EA access has been on Xbox for quite a while so Xbox players are already 

somewhat familiar with its effects on the market, but PS4 players, not so much. But regardless of your 

console of choice, the effects will now be similar across the board. 

TThe 10-hour trial will be a period where FIFA players around the world start loading up FIFA points, 

buying packs and playing FUT Dra. It’s essenally a period where some players will have access to 

the full game for 10 hours. Most people are going to spend that me opening packs with FIFA points 

in a bid to grow their coin balance as quickly as possible by ge ng walkouts. This will result in the 

first real huge supply of cards on the game thus giving you an opportunity to pick up some insane 

deals throughbidding and sniping–essenally flipping but at a larger scale due to the sheer number of 

cacards going into the market thus allowing you to make some cha-ching off of the people spending 

FIFA points without them even knowing.

Unfortunately, due to the large amount of coins in circulaon EA access will cause inflaon early on in 

the game thus making high-end cards more expensive at the start than they’ve ever been at any point 

in previous FIFA tles, but with the right trading pracces you can keep up with those prices once the 

game gets released.



09.  TAKING ADVANTAGE OF EA ACCESS

During the EA access 10-hour trial, consumables relevant to gameplay such as chemistry styles and 

fitness cards will turn into goldmines.

Consumables will gain their first wave of relevance when the 10-hour trial goes live, hence you’d do 

well to sink some of your coins into chemistry styles that are likely to be in demand, such as; Hunter, 

Shadow and Catalyst and squad fitness cards.Try to win them for as low as possible to increase your 

profit margins.

10.  ONE THING TO REMEMBER

The Web App period is a grind. If you’re not lucky enough to pack a player that can yield you insane 

profits then you’ll have to spend hours upon hours flipping cards and making trades to help you grow 

your coinage. 

You need to be prepared to wait a bit before you have a relavely large coin balance.It might be a bit 

difficult, but it’s worth it as you’ll be able to afford a good squad once you download or buy for copy of 

FIFA 20 and kick-start the new FUT season.
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